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About Immuta
Immuta enables organizations to unlock value from their cloud data by protecting it and providing
secure access. The Immuta Data Security Platform provides sensitive data discovery, security and
access control, data activity monitoring, and has deep integrations with the leading cloud data
platforms. Immuta is now trusted by Fortune 500 companies and government agencies around the
world to secure their data. Founded in 2015, Immuta is headquartered in Boston, MA.

Mission Make the future of data secure.

Vision Do right with data.

Founded 2015

CEO Mahew Carroll

Leadership Team Visit immuta.com/leadership

Employees 250+

Locations Headquartered in Boston with oices worldwide

Funding $267 million in total venture capital funding ($100M Series E was in May 2022�

Investors
NightDragon, Greenspring Associates, March Capital, Ten Eleven Ventures, Intel Capital Corporation, NGP Capital, DFJ Growth, Dell
Technologies Capital, Citi Ventures, Inc, Wipro Ventures, Okta Ventures, and ServiceNow.

Customers
World-class organizations choose Immuta to help keep their most sensitive data secure at scale. Immuta’s customers include  numerous
Fortune 500 companies, mid-size enterprises, and leading tech firms. Notable customers include Accolade, Acorns, Blue Cross Blue Shield,
Cognoa, Cummins, Defense Health Agency, Eisai, J.B. Hunt, JPMorgan Chase, John Deere, LMI, Mercedes-Benz Group, Pumpjack
Dataworks, Roche, S&P Global, Sony, Swedbank, WorldQuant Predictive, and many more.

Partners
Immuta partners with the world’s leading technology and solutions providers to protect and govern customers’ data across modern  data
stacks. Notable partners include Snowflake, Databricks, Starburst, Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. Immuta integrates natively with each of
those cloud data platforms.

http://immuta.com/leadership


Data Security Platform Capabilities

Discover—Sensitive Data
Discovery & Classification

Discover sensitive data from millions of
fields without manual eort, and apply
60+ prebuilt classifiers alongside
domain-specific and custom classifiers.
Assess your sensitive data footprint by
profiling registered tags such as PII, PHI,
or others. Enable dierent teams in your
organization to inspect and approve
classification tags through workflows.

Secure—Security & Data
Access Control

Build data policies in plain language or as
code so that your team can work together.
Policies are enforced automatically in real
time across teams and regions. Immuta’s
modern access control approach using
aribute-based access control �ABAC�
delivers scalable data access without the
challenges of role explosion. With dynamic
data masking, you can strike the balance
between privacy and utility so the right
users can access the right data.

Detect—Continuous Data
Security Monitoring

Leverage timely insights into data access
and user activity with anomaly indicators
for faster analysis, risk remediation, and
proactive actions. Immuta enables data
security posture management via an
analysis engine with sensitivity level and
risk profile indicators to safeguard and
mitigate threats. You also receive
notifications, alerts, and audit reports to
easily prove compliance.

Benefits

VALUE HOW IMMUTA HELPS

Simplify operations Immuta’s dynamic access control and policy management requires 93x fewer data policies. It is
simpler and more scalable, which improves change management and lowers the overall TCO of
cloud data management.

Improve data security Immuta makes it possible to prove compliance with rules and regulations, even when securing
hundreds of thousands of tables. And, with continuous activity monitoring, Immuta enables
data and security teams to proactively identify and remediate risk.

Unlock data’s value Immuta helps organizations get 100x faster data access to more data, which translates to
improved productivity. With Immuta, more data can safely reside in the cloud, more users can
access that data, and more data products can be deployed – all with less risk.

Awards

Inc.com Best Workplaces
�2018�2022�

Forbes Top American Startup
Employers �2021�2023�

Fast Company 50 Most
Innovative Companies �2020�

BuiltIn Best Places to Work
�2023�

Commitment to Communities
Immuta is passionate about supporting the communities where we live and work, supporting various nonprofit
organizations and civic groups financially, and through our passionate employee volunteers.

Learn more about our core values, culture, and career opportunities here: hps://www.immuta.com/careers/


